DISCOVER MALTA
Malta is an ideal destination for conferences and incentive trips. With its mild climate,
beautiful beaches and unique mix of history and culture, Malta provides an unforgettable
experience. The island also offers plenty of space for team building activities, sustainable
events and special interest groups.

From its North African and Arabic influences to the Sicilian-inspired
cuisine, Malta is a microcosm of the Mediterranean. Few European
countries have such concentrated history, architecture and, yes,
beaches in so tiny an area.
Thanks to its geographical, economic and political strength, Malta
offers a lot of advantages that might be attractive, to you, who are
looking for a destination for the next event.
Malta historically has been a strategic outpost as it sits comfortably in
the centre of the Mediterranean and offers quick flight connections
to Europe (1-3hours), the Middle East and North Africa (1hour).
There’s been an eclectic mix of influences and a roll-call of rulers over
the centuries, but be in no doubt: Malta is not just a notional outpost
of Italy or a relic of colonial Britain. This island nation (all 316 sq km
of it, comprising the islands of Malta, Gozo and Comino) has a quirky
character all of its own. From prehistoric temples, to the baroque
architecture of Valletta, feasts of rabbit to festas of noisy fireworks,
rattling buses to colourful fishing boats, this nation has loads of
unique charm.
Gozo is the second largest island in the archipelago and it is a lesserknown destination in Malta. You can get there by ferry, speedboats,
gullets, sailing boats or by catamaran. It is a rural island and much
quieter than Malta, which provides you with a more relaxed
experience.
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EVENTS IN MALTA
Meetings & Conferences
Incentive Trips
Golfing Groups
Gala Dinners
Congresses

Team Building Activities
Award Ceremonies
Celebrations
Exhibitions
Automotive Events

Product Launches
Sustainable Events
Wellness Retreats
Special Interest Groups
Yachting and Cruising

Frequently Asked Questions
Where do you recommend in Malta? The capital of Malta
is Valletta. Gozo Island is a more rural and relaxed islands
to Malta.
How long does it take to fly? Flights on average take
around 3 hours, 30 minutes to Malta.
What is the currency? The Euro (EUR).
Recommended Activities

All our programmes are tailor made to suit your group.
Segway tours in Valletta and the Dingli Cliffs
E-bikes to ride the rockier coast of either Malta or Gozo
4x4 Jeeps on the island of Gozo with a treasure hunt or challenge
E-Jeeps, a sustainable way to discover the island of Gozo
TukTuks to experience the secrets of Gozo

What is the main religion? Christian Orthodox.
What is the weather like? Summer reaches 30+ degrees
celsius on average through July to August.
What is the official Language? Maltese, English is also
widely spoke.

Kayak tours of both the islands of either Malta or Gozo
Mountain Biking with a guided route to see natural Malta
Glamping on either islands of Malta or Gozo
Gullet experiences for the day, sailing towards the Blue Lagoon
Catamaran, swim, sunbath, or take part in water sports
Exclusive Motor Yacht VIP tours
Scuba driving, discover the reefs and caves
Game of Thrones Tour
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